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BRIEF INTRODCTION TO TMB ARTIST
Li Ning was born in November, 1957. Received Bachelor's Degree from Southwest
-China Teachers University, Sichuan Province in 1982. Taught Middle Schaal
until 1984 when he returned to Southwest Teachers for graduate work. Received
Master's Degree 1987. Now a teacher in the Fine Arts Department of the
University where he trained.
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Some important works by Li Ning:
I . The Four Records for Some experimantal process
1990 400 x 130 CaI, paper, charcoa t, ink
2. The Four Records for Some experimantal process
1990 paper, charcoa l, ink
3 • The Cross No. 5
1990 paper, charcoa l, ink
4 . The Cross No. 6
1990 paper, charcoal, ink
5 • The Cross No. 6
1990 paper, charcoal, ink
6 • The Attraction from GeorL~s
1990 installation
7. Rebell against Andy Warhol
1990 installation
8 . Rebeil against ~1dy Warhol
1990 installation
9 • Rebell against Andy Warhol
1990 installation
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1990~ 400X180cm, ga; ~~ ~
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1990~ 400 X 180cm, ~ ~~ ~
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My Personal Views Concerning "New Art"
I think h iqh ly of the experimental significance of the art language, its
mediums and formation. Though these problems have always been neglected and
considered knotty, I still hold the view that they are truly valuable if we
want to have a further and solid development of the contemprary Chinese art,
and makei t universal ized .
The process of creation is at the same time the process of continous
selection of the various possible means by the artists, the likelihood of
which wilt be proved most tikely by the artists' cultivators and talents
As far as that is concerned, there is no old ornew language,What is most
dicisive is the appearing state of the works. That is the reason why I tend
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